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Archduke Charles, who, upon the death of his brother
Joseph, had become Emperor with the title of Charles VI.
Charles thereby received Naples, Milan, the ports of
Tuscany, and the Spanish Netherlands, the latter being
designed to form a barrier for the protection of Holland
against France. England retained Gibraltar and Minorca,
which she had conquered during the war. Prussia was
recognised as a kingdom by France, and had her borders
slightly enlarged by the acquisition of Spanish Guelders.
The peace aimed at preserving a balance of power
by preventing either France or Austria from becoming
Balance of too powerful, but it really left the preponder-
power.	ance with France. France was a compact and
homogeneous nation, grown rich and powerful under a
France and strong and settled government. Austria was
Austria. not a nation at all, but a collection of nation-
alities, whose sole bond of union lay in the circumstance
that they all owed allegiance to the same man. The
Empire was dead in all but name. The strength it seemed
still to possess was derived from the power of
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the House of Austria, from which for nearly
three centuries the Emperors had without interruption
been chosen. Ever since the Peace of Westphalia the
Emperor had been little more than the head of a loose
confederation of independent sovereigns, many of them
very insignificant, who could never be united for any
national purpose. All affairs of importance were settled
at the diet to which the princes and Free Cities sent their
representatives, and what power the Emperor still had
in Germany was used for the furtherance of purely Austrian
objects.
Austria could never have made head against France
land     ^n *ke war but for the steady support she re-
ceived  from   England.    In  fact,  throughout
the war England rather than Austria appeared as the

